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Abstract Absorption behavior of electromagnetic

wave by spherical H2O-filled SiO2 shell microcapsule-

dispersed paraffin matrix composites is evaluated using

a microwave heating and thermographic system. The

composites under microwave irradiation show temper-

ature change at the specimen surface. The temperature

rises as an increase of a volume fraction of H2O and

the absorption of electromagnetic wave is strongly

correlated with the temperature rise.

Introduction

Electromagnetic wave absorbing materials have

recently received special attention because extensions

of wireless technology have demonstrated an interest

for them. Electromagnetic wave absorbing materials

usually use two kinds of mechanisms: (i) energy

conversion from incident wave energy into Joule energy

by dielectric loss or magnetic loss mechanisms, and (ii)

dissipation of electromagnetic wave using interference

by geometric structures such as a quarter-wavelength

layer etc [1]. Both of the mechanisms are applied to the

existing electromagnetic absorbing materials.

The evaluation of electromagnetic wave absorption

potential is important and various techniques have

been developed [2–6]. Usually, the absorbing potential

of materials have been evaluated through the mea-

surement of reflectance and transmittance of electro-

magnetic waves using the appropriate electronic

systems [7, 8]. At the same time, indirect evaluation

of the potential has been done through measurements

of physical properties, such as conductivity and dielec-

tric constant etc [9, 10]. In these methods, however, the

measured properties are difficult to correlate with the

actual absorbing behavior of individual constituent

materials in regards to the entire electromagnetic

absorbing materials.

In the present paper, a new method to evaluate a

temperature change by the electromagnetic wave

absorption has been proposed by using surface tem-

perature measurement equipment on well-character-

ized model materials.

Experimental procedure

Figure 1 shows a schematic drawing of the microwave-

heating set-up, which consists of a microwave heating

source (Kanto Electronics Application & Develop-

ment Inc., Tokyo, Japan) and an infrared thermogra-

phy camera (TVS-8500: Nippon Avionics Co., Tokyo).

The camera detects an infrared light in a wavelength

range from 3.5 · 10–6 to 4.1 · 10–6 and from 4.5 · 10–6

to 5.1 · 10–6 m with a nominal temperature resolution

of 0.025 K. Appearance of the experimental set-up is

shown in Fig. 2. The microwave-heating source emits a

2.45 GHz (a wavelength k of � 0.12 m) electromag-

netic wave from a pyramidal horn antenna. Nominal

output power of the system was controlled using a H2O

absorber, which is placed between the amplifier and

antenna. The used nominal output power of the system
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was ~100 W. Specimen holder with a low electromag-

netic wave absorbing material was located about 0.3 m

from the exit plane of the horn antenna to allow

normal incidence of an electromagnetic wave to the

specimen surface. The electromagnetic irradiation

system was covered with a commercially available

pyramid type polymer-base electromagnetic wave

absorbing material for a purpose of safety operation.

The spherical H2O-filled SiO2 shell microcapsule-

dispersed paraffin matrix composites were used as the

heating target model material. This composite was

chosen because it has been known that H2O has a

resonance frequency of f = 2.45 GHz by a molecular

vibration of H–O bond [11] and this property is

effective in detecting the electromagnetic absorption

potential. The composite material was prepared by

mixing H2O-filled SiO2 microcapsule (Washin Kagaku

Co., Shizuoka, Japan) with a paraffin matrix (C24H50),

which was heated at a temperature of 333 K. A

schematic drawing of the microstructure of the com-

posite is shown in Fig. 3. The microcapsules used had a

spherical shape with its shell thickness of 2~3 nm. The

outer diameter of the spherical capsule, dp, distributed

from 3 lm to 12 lm with its most available size of

~5 lm [12]. A plate-shaped composite was made by

casting the mixture of the H2O contained microcapsule

and paraffin into a teflon-coated stainless tray. The

specimen thickness, ds, was from 3 to 11 mm.

Volume fraction of H2O, fp, in the entire composite

was varied from fp = 0.08 to 0.23 and 0.38. Here, the

value of fp is defined as a net total volume fraction of

H2O in the composite. The volume of spherical SiO2

shell was incorporated in the volume of paraffin matrix.

Actually, because of the thin SiO2 shell structure, total

volume fraction of the shell was less than 0.02 fp and

was considerably smaller than fp. Under this assump-

tion, the volume fraction of H2O is given by,

where wSiO2
, wH2OþSiO2

and wC24H50
, respectively, are the

net weights of dry SiO2 shell, the H2O-filled microcap-
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Fig. 2 Appearance of the experimental set-up
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Fig. 3 Schematic drawing of the microstructure of the composite
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Fig. 1 A schematic drawing of the microwave heating system
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sules, and the C24H50, and1 qH2O (=0.997 g cm–3 [13]),

qSiO2
(=2.65 g cm–3 [14]), and qC24H50

(=0.88 g cm–3) are

the density of H2O, SiO2, and C24H50 at room temper-

ature, respectively. Here, the density of C24H50 is

obtained from an experiment based on Archimedes’

principle.

Results and discussion

Figure 4 shows typical temperature distributions of the

composite (fp=0.38) before irradiation (t = 0 s) (a) and

after irradiation from the electromagnetic wave

(t = 600 s) (b). Before irradiation, a constant surface

temperature over the entire composite is shows

(~297 K). However, after irradiation of electromag-

netic wave, a rise in temperature behavior is clearly

observed although the distribution of temperature at

the measured surface is non-uniform. The non-uniform

temperature distribution is remarkable especially at

the edge of the specimen. With an irradiation time of

t = 6 ks, the surface temperature of composite at a

central part reached to ~303 K. This temperature is

about 6 K higher than that measured before the

irradiation. This temperature rise behavior clearly

suggests absorption of electromagnetic wave by the

composite. Hereafter, temperature at the center sur-

face of the specimen is used for discussion.

Electromagnetic wave absorption potential of the

composite could be compared by using a normalized

temperature, hTi, because the major electromagnetic

absorption of the composite appears as the electro-

magnetic wave changes into Joule heat energy. It

should be noted, however, that the absorption by the

paraffin matrix and spherical shell is much smaller than

that of H2O because of the strong electromagnetic

resonance of H2O at a frequency of 2.45 GHz. Here,

the normalized temperature is defined as

hTi ¼ Tc

T0
ð2Þ

where Tc is the average temperature of three different

points at the specimen surface and T0 is that of the

pure paraffin specimen. Fig. 5 shows the normalized

temperature, hTi, vs. heating time, t, for the

composite with different H2O contents. Just after

the irradiation, the normalized temperature shows an

unstable behavior and this behavior continues for

t ~ 200 s. The temperature becomes nearly constant

after t~400 s. The temperature of the composite with

fp = 0.23, and 0.38 at first decreases and then slightly

increases with the increase in irradiation time, prob-

ably due to thermal conductivity effect of the com-

posite specimen. Rapid absorption of electromagnetic

wave causes a local increase in the temperature of the

SiO2 spherical shell containing H2O and the temper-

ature decreases by heat conduction toward the inside

of the composite and/or thermal radiation from the

surface. This effect becomes small in the low H2O

content composite (fp = 0.08) and only a slight

increase appears in the composite with fp = 0.08.

After t > 400 s, the normalized temperature of the

composites exhibits a temperature higher than that of

the pure matrix, and the temperature of the compos-

ite with the same irradiation time becomes larger with

increasing the volume fraction of H2O, fp. This result

indicates that a steady state temperature at the

surface of an irradiated composite appears after

t ~ 400 s. That is, electromagnetic wave absorbing

behavior of the composite could be evaluated through

the rise in surface temperature.

Figure 6 shows the relationship between normalized

temperature, h~Ti and particle volume fraction, fp.

Here, the normalized temperature is obtained by

averaging hTi after steady state (t ‡ 400 sec), i.e.,
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Fig. 4 Typical temperature
distributions of the composite
(fp = 0.38) before the
irradiation (t = 0 s) (a) and
after the heating (t = 600 s)
(b)
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h~Ti ¼ 1

ðt2 � t1Þ

Zt2

t1

Tcdt: ð3Þ

with t1 = 400 s and t2 = 600 s. The plots could be

assumed to have a linear relationship and this relation

indicates that the absorption potential is qualitatively

increased with a total amount of H2O in the composite,

fp. The dielectric constant, e, is expressed as a

summation of real term, e1, and imaginary term, e2 [15],

e ¼ e1 � ie2: ð4Þ

The imaginary part, e2, represents the dielectric loss.

The dielectric constant of H2O at a frequency of

2.45 GHz is e1 = 9.5 and e2 = 76 [11], such a high value

of dielectric loss of H2O originates from the kinetic

energy motion of electric dipole moments. Dielectric

loss of SiO2 and paraffin is negligible (e2 ~ 0 [1, 16])

and sufficiently smaller than that of H2O. Thus, H2O

plays a major contribution to the absorption and it is

reasonable that the total amount of electromagnetic

wave absorption becomes larger with the increase of

H2O volume, fp, in the composites. Detailed discussion

on the absorption mechanism is beyond the scope of

this paper and will be reported by a separate paper

[17]. The present experimental result shows that

observation of the temperature change is an effective

way to observe the interaction behavior of an electro-

magnetic wave and absorbing materials.

A new experimental tool for direct observation of

electromagnetic wave absorption behavior has been

proposed. The tool is applied to the electromagnetic

wave absorbing potential of H2O-filled thin SiO2 shell

sphere particle-dispersed paraffin matrix composites.

Results clearly demonstrate the potential for the

evaluation of electromagnetic wave absorption. More

detailed experiments using various kinds of materials

are needed to prove the applicability of the present

experimental procedure. However, it is clear that the

method seems attractive especially for the develop-

ment of electromagnetic wave absorbing materials

because the procedure directly shows evidence of the

absorption.
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Fig. 5 Normalized temperature, hTi, vs. heating time, t, for the
composite with different H2O contents
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